24-hour lounge to open Sept. 6

By MARK MCLAUGHLIN
News Editor

Students won't have long to wait for new social space on campus - plans call for a 24-hour lounge in the Oak Room starting Sept. 6, according to Tom Doyle, student body president.

"It's been something we've been working on all summer. It's something the students really wanted," Doyle said.

"This will be seven days a week, 24 hours a day as far as I know," said Mike Paese, student body vice president.

Doyle said the Oak Room would "offer a limited menu, with Cokes, hamburgers, fries, coffee - stuff we can sell late at night." Doyle also said that the menu had not been finalized.

Director of Food Services William Hickey was instrumental in the 24-hour lounge plans, said Doyle. "We can't thank Mr. Hickey enough," he said. "We went to him and he said 'if that's what the students want, that's what we'll do.'"

"It's a definite sacrifice for them (University Food Services) to help the student body," added Paese.

Student government will cover the cost of any damages to the Oak Room, said Paese. Any other payments for the use of the Oak Room "have not been discussed," according to Paese.

The 24-hour Oak Room will be run on a trial basis for anywhere from 90 days to a semester, said Paese. "I personally think they'll make a fair amount of money," Paese added.

"Student use will determine the longevity of the 24-hour lounge," Paese said. "It's a cooperative effort. If students support it, it won't cost anyone a thing."

Doyle and Paese originally planned to have 24-hour space opened in the LaFortune Student Center. "LaFortune didn't work out," said Paese, "because it would have been difficult to keep one area open without affecting the whole building."

"Student Activities said the cost of securing the building would be about $10,000," said Paese. "Because of that, and because there would have been no food available, and no access to vending machines, we thought it might be better to talk to University Food Services."

It was Hickey's idea to use the Oak Room as 24-hour space, added Paese.

"Our task now is to let students know that this is around - that everyone knows the service is there," said Paese.

Associated Press

GDANSK, Poland - Police converged on strikebound coal mines and a port, activists said Thursday, after more workers joined stoppages and Solidarity denounced official repression of the protests.

The government and workers are struggling for the initiative in the biggest labor upheaval since Gen. Wojciech Jaruzelski imposed martial law in December 1981 to crush and then outlaw Solidarity, the first independent labor union in the Soviet bloc.

Strikers demand higher pay, better working conditions and that Solidarity be made legal again.

"We condemn and strongly protest these acts," Tadeusz Mazowiecki, a senior Solidarity adviser, said Wednesday of police strikebreaking actions.

Government spokesman Jerzy Urban was asked by telephone whether the government was getting the upper hand and replied: "there is more and more news about strikes ended, but on the other hand there are new centers of workers' conflicts still appearing."

Solidarity founder Lech Walesa declared to young strikers: "it is you, the young people, who will renew Solidarity and renew the country."

Strikes began Aug. 16 and have spread to more than 20 sites. A Soviet spokesman said Wednesday his government was watching the Polish strike situation with concern, but the Kremlin has not made an official statement.

In northwest Poland, helicopters circled over the strikebound Szczecin port early Thursday, and police massed outside its barricaded gate, said Solidarity spokes­man Piotr Niemczyk. Police invaded a bus depot in Szczecin early Wednesday, and 150 strikers who had been held up there for a week yielded quietly. A strike at the Mieszko coal mine in Walbrzych ended Tuesday night in similar fashion when police broke down the barricaded gate.

How to get to be true

Students mill about outside of South Dining Hall in eager anticipation of the soon-to-be-open 24-hour lounge in the Oak Room. Story at left.

Security names former Police Chief Hurley to investigative post

By MARK MCLAUGHLIN
News Editor

Former South Bend Chief of Police Charles Hurley was named assistant director for police and security services earlier this summer.

His new job will include overseeing the investigative and patrol functions of Notre Dame Security, said Hurley.

"Our investigators are there to follow up on student, faculty, and staff matters," he said.

Hurley will also oversee the enforcement of campus speed limits. Security is empowered to issue citations "on any roadway adjacent to campus" or on University property, Hurley said.

"The job's going well," he said. "I've been around the University all my life, and the (South Bend) police department was involved in some cases."
 viewers take note: MTV is the one to watch

Kendra Morrill
Assistant News Editor

I want my MTV.

I watched it every day for three months this summer. Now I am going through withdrawal. I've tried putting on my Walkman and watching television, but it just isn't the same. Perhaps what happened during that first week of summer at school was just a fluke, and that all changed this summer, but I feel as though I’ve regressed six years, to the age and mentality of the high school sophomore I was when MTV first went on the air and I was completely mesmerized for months at a time.

To wake up for work each day this summer, I made a cup of coffee and sat in front of the TV for a few videos, until I was ready to face the day.

During my lunch break, I just about made it home in time to watch "Remote Control," the MTV game show for college intellectuals who were once (are still?) couch potatoes.

When my sense of humor was feeling warped, I flipped the channels to MTV to catch an episode of "Monty Python’s Flying Circus." I gave up watching the regular station news because the news is always so depressing. But, luckily, MTV has its own Music News, so at least I could keep updated on the world of music, if not the world of reality.

And of course, when I was in the mood for totally mindless and inconsequential mush, I just tuned in to MTV to watch/ listen to the 10 or 11 videos that are played continuously every hour.

I want my MTV.

I may be the only non-junior high school person who is so addicted to MTV, but I can’t understand why. MTV has something for everyone, programming to appeal to almost every taste.

For the masses of people who appear to like Top 40, MTV is a pop heaven. Once on the "cutting edge" of the music scene, MTV is now a Top 40, MTV is a pop heaven. Once on the "cutting edge" of the music scene, MTV is now a Top 40 heaven. Once on the "cutting edge" of the music scene, MTV is now a Top 40 heaven.

For those into progressive music, "120 Minutes" (my personal favorite) plays alternative music videos every Sunday from midnight to 2 a.m. This show also plays lots of the old, original "MTV videos," which were progressive at the time.

For the true rock ’n roll aficionados, "Closet Classics" plays some of the best of the classic rock videos, usually clips from old concerts, every day at 12 a.m.

And MTV is oh-so-much more than just music. "Remote Control" is a game show that is targeted directly to college-aged contestants, like a "Jeopardy" with questions that non-geniuses can answer if they watched 12 hours of TV per day when they were young. And Ken Ober, the host, is so much more entertaining than Alex Trebek (One of my goals is to be a contestant on "Remote Control" before I graduate). Sinkel and Ebert have some competition now, too. "The Big Picture" host Chris Connolly reviews the latest movies each week and interviews whoever happens to be the most popular actor/actress of the week.

For anyone into strange but hilarious British humor, "Monty Python’s Flying Circus" is on every night at 7:30 Eastern time (right after "Remote Control"—what a double feature!). And just like ABC News Briefs, MTV’s Music News has flashes throughout the day, as well as a half-hour newscast on Saturdays, to keep viewers informed about what’s going on in music. The journalism isn’t quite as hard-hitting as that of the three major networks, but the news is definitely more upbeat.

Perhaps the best thing about MTV is that if you leave the television for any period of time, within an hour the videos will be repeated so you won’t miss anything substantial.

I know the same videos are played over and over again, but it’s so exciting to wait for that one video that hasn’t been played in a few years, since Martha Quinn and Alan Hunter left. Or perhaps this video that has just been released and hasn’t been overplayed yet.

OK. So MTV is completely mindless. But there are some times when there is no need to think and mindlessness feels pretty good. I want my MTV.

Question: How do you reach over 12,000 people daily?

Answer: Buy Observer ad space. Call 239-6900.

Buses leave Saturday, August 27, 1988

N.D. Main Circle at 1:00 and 2:00 P.M.

University Park Mall at 3:30 and 4:30 P.M.

Tickets available at the Freshman Year of Studies Wednesday, Thursday, Friday.
Laura, we do expect to see you dancing and wish her a happy one. By the way, Today is Laura S.'s birthday. Call her up.<n>

---

**ART & LASER PHOTO SALE**

**LAST DAY**

of the

**ART & LASER PHOTO SALE**

- Full Color Reproduction of the Works of over 100 Master Artists
- Fantastic Low Prices: Most Large Prints are 3 for only $12!
- Wide Variety of photographs.....beautiful landscapes to high tech., ETC.
- This is Your Last Opportunity to DECORATE INEXPENSIVELY!

---

**Impressionism To Surrealism.... And Everything In Between!**

- Contemporary Posters
- M.C. Escher Prints
- Ansel Adams Photos
- Athena Air Brush

AND MORE!

WHEN: Today & Tomorrow
9AM-5PM
WHERE: Notre Dame Room (2nd floor)
LaFortune Student Center

---

**Freshmen urged to avoid alcohol**

**By REGIS COCCIA News Editor**

The problem of alcohol abuse came across loud and clear to about 1,100 freshmen during an Alcohol Awareness Program on Monday, said Emil Hofman, dean of Freshman Year of Studies.

Co-sponsored by Freshman Year and the Office of Student Affairs, the 55-minute program held in Washington Hall was shown three times to accommodate attending freshmen.

"Most behavioral problems among college students are those that stem from alcohol abuse," said Hofman, the program's master of ceremonies.

"Our first attempt to address the problem was to talk to the freshmen," he said, adding that a similar, but less effective program was held last year.

"Unfortunately, many of the people who would have benefited did not show up," Hofman said. "Hopefully it deters people from getting involved (in abusing alcohol)."

Speakers included Student Body Vice President Mike Paese, senior Kristen Williams and Kevin Hurley, who was injured in a drunk driving accident in 1986 and currently enrolls as a freshman.

Grace Hall Rector Father Gerald Lardner, Ann Firth, director of residence life, and Sally Coleman of the University Counseling Center, also spoke during the program.

In his speech, Paese challenged the freshmen to avoid abusing alcohol. "He was very good. Dr. Firth stated the exact alcohol policy. She really gave it to them straight," Hofman said.

Coleman told freshmen of services offered by the University Counseling Center for students with alcohol problems, Hofman said.

Hurley related his own struggle as a victim of drunk driving. "He pleaded with class not to abuse alcohol and not to drive drunk," Hofman said.

"It was a good program and I think the freshmen were impressed by it," he said. "Not many walked out (Monday) and those that did did so because they had particular appointments. I think the students were spellbound."

The Alcohol Awareness Program was planned as part of Freshman Orientation and will very likely be continued in the future, Hofman said. "The immediate thing is to get all of the freshmen to go," he said.

"I think the point was made by everybody that alcohol has a place in social life," said Hofman, "but we must consider what place it is."

---

**Think of your best friend.**

**Now, think of your best friend dead.**

Don't drive drunk.

---

**Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.**
Quayle starts solo campaign, meets Bentsen

Associated Press

ST. LOUIS—Republican vice presidential nominee Dan Quayle, on his first solo national campaign trip, delivered an impassioned defense Wednesday of his National Guard service, saying "I'm not looking for any medals" but "I served loyally."

"Nearly 20 years ago, I had no reason to be ashamed of my service. And you know what, I'm sure as hell not ashamed of it now!" Quayle said in prepared remarks to a conference of present and former enlisted National Guardsmen.

Quayle said he "wasn't looking for favors" when he enlisted National Guardsmen in St. Louis. He was evidently intended as the Senator's answers to his critics. He has tended to view questions about his military record as a slur on his patriotism.

In the speech, he criticized Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis for an "anti-defense attitude."

"One of the worst false impressions Michael Dukakis has put forward is the idea that he stands for a strong national defense," Quayle said. "Maybe he sincerely believes that. But he stands for the opposite, and that position has been clouded over by the distortions of the last few days."

During the day, Quayle kept out of range of reporters and sought to concentrate on campaign issues and the prospective virtues of a George Bush presidency. An aide said Quayle wanted to focus on "things we want to talk about."

Quayle ignored reporters' shouted questions seeking a response to Bentsen's remarks. Bentsen had tried to exploit Quayle's earlier comment that his "youthful indiscretion" was to blame for his vote against elevating the Veterans Administration to a Cabinet-level department.

Quayle starts solo campaign, meets Bentsen
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New Achievers in Heavy Metal, Swing, Blues and Motown.

Mr. Structural Engineering. Analyzing and designing bridges. Developed working model of a double spandrel arch bridge. The HP-28S helps him analyze structural stress and geometry. It's the only calculator that lets him do both symbolic algebra and calculus. It features powerful matrix math and graphics capabilities. And HP Solve lets him solve custom formulas without programming. With more than 1500 functions, 32K RAM and both RPN and algebraic entry, the HP-28S is the ultimate scientific calculator.


UC Santa Cruz, Marine Biology. Studies behavior of blue whales and effect of environment on distribution of marine mammals. The new, easy to use HP-22S has a built-in equation library with solver.

University of Michigan, MBA candidate. Assisted on pricing projects for GM. The HP-17B offers a very easy algebraic entry. Plus, time value of money, cash flows and linear regression to analyze budgets and forecasts.

HP Solve lets you enter your own formulations and solve for any variable. Hewlett-Packard's calculators are built for your success. Look for them at your campus bookstore. Or call 1-800-752-0900, Ext. 658E, for your nearest dealer.

We never stop asking "What if..."

Bush leads Dukakis in state poll

Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS—Vice President George Bush surged ahead in Indiana following the Republican National Convention and his choice of Sen. Dan Quayle of Indiana as his running mate, according to The Indianapolis Star Poll released Wednesday.

Bush, the Republican presidential nominee, held a 17-percentage-point lead over Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis in a poll of registered voters.

Also, four out of five voters polled said that questions about Quayle's military record will not affect how they vote in November.

The poll was conducted by the Gordon Black Corp. on Aug. 14-15 for The Star. It had a margin of error of plus or minus 3.5 percentage points.

Among the other results (which include voters who intend to vote for a candidate as well as those who are leaning toward a candidate) are:

• Of the 800 voters polled statewide, 52 percent said they support Bush; Dukakis was favored by 35 percent.

• Bush did equally well with both sexes. He was favored by about half of the men and women who were polled.

Those polled also disregarded the flap over whether Quayle used family connections to get into the Indiana National Guard in 1969 and avoid service in the Vietnam War.

That year, the former Guard commander, Wendell Phillips, was managing editor of The Indianapolis News and Quayle's grandfather, Eugene Pulliam, owned the newspaper.

Phillips has said he made a call recommending Quayle. It has since been reported that there already were vacancies in the Guard when Quayle enlisted in May 1969.
Liberalism taints election coverage

Another election year is upon us. We've watched the Democrats whistle "Dixie" in Atlanta and the Republicans be-hop on Bourbon Street, and, despite the inevitable complaints sure to come concerning the excessive length of the campaign and the avoidance of issues by the candidates, we're all going to be interested in whether Mr. Dukakis or Mr. Bush emerges as the winner come November 8. But herein lies the problem: following the campaign between now and Election Day. For how do most of us do that? By reading and watching the major media of this country--ABC, CBS, NBC, the New York Times, Washington Post, Time, or Newsweek, to name a few. And what is the trouble with that? It is, simply, that a clear majority of those writing and reporting the news are a bunch of ideologically committed liberals who, knowingly or not, incorporate a liberal bias into their news coverage.

Kevin Smant
on politics

Does that last statement scare you off? It shouldn't, for the evidence to support it exists in abundance. Establishing that major media bias is in fact mainly liberals is easy. The best (though not the only) study was done by S. Robert Lichter of George Washington University and Stanley Rothman of Smith College. They interviewed 240 individuals, mostly from the major media outlets mentioned above. Fifty-four percent described themselves as left of center, and 19 percent right of center. And how have they voted, say for President from 1964 to 1984? Never less than 80 percent voted Democratic: 94 percent for Johnson in 1964, 87 percent for Humphrey in 1968, 81 percent for McGovern in 1972, and 81 percent for Carter in 1976.

Few people now dispute the glaring liberalism of most members of the media. What media defenders argue, however, is that it does not matter; that the news is still presented objectively, and that if anything newsmen portray all political figures in a somewhat negative light (owing to the press's acquired cynicism). On the surface, this seems plausible. But certain facts suggest otherwise. One of the earliest investigations was by Edith Efron, who examined network news coverage of the 1968 presidential campaign. She analyzed actual numbers of words the networks presented both "for" and "against" certain key issues during the campaign (such as U.S. policy on the Vietnam War) and she translated this into the number of words for and against the presidential candidates. It should not be surprising. President Reagan got 730 seconds of good press, 7230 of bad; Walter Mondale, by contrast, received 1330 seconds of positive spin versus 1060 of negative; Geraldine Ferraro got 660 good, 660 bad; and George Bush? He got 0 seconds positive--nothing--and 1510 seconds of negative press. So President Reagan received ten times more negative coverage than positive, and George Bush no positive press at all. Can this be an accident? Come on.

So what should be done? Press freedom in this country is sacred, and it should be. As much as I dislike what Sam Donaldson or Bruce Morton say, I would defend their right to say it. No, the initiative has to come from us, the viewers. Just as we must examine political candidates critically, so we must also watch the evening news critically. Something is not true just because Dan Rather says it is: one need not accept a "crisis" exists just because ABC does a piece on the "farm crisis," the "AIDS crisis," the "drug crisis," etc. It is a wonder we can sleep at night with all these crises swirling around us. We must sample a wide variety of media outlets, not just television. To put it simply, we must make up our own minds.

The distinctions are subtle. No one argues that the brains of ABC, CBS, and NBC News meet every morning and discuss how to "get" Republican. Nor, thankfully, is the media so persuasive as many of its liberal members might like: Ronald Reagan, demonstrably no media darling, has still won 44 and 49 states in the last two presidential elections. But the liberal bias exists. The real question is why, and for how much longer, will members of the media deny this?

Kevin Smant is a graduate student in the history department and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

Doonesbury Garry Trudeau

Quote of the Day

"To achieve all that is possible we must attempt the impossible-to-be as much as we can be, we must dream of being more."

Rawn

Thursday, August 25, 1988

Viewpoint
Michael Keaton effectively portrays a cocaine addict in his latest film, "Clean and Sober."

"Clean and Sober." He's in control of lots of money and drives a BMW. He has a high-paying job in a prestigious real estate firm in Philadelphia and lives with his girlfriend. He's just an ordinary guy. But he's one who is addicted to cocaine.

The opening scene shows Daryl Poynter, played by Michael Keaton, waking up another day as a drug and alcohol addict. He is awakened by a phone call from a business associate and snorts cocaine while on the phone. He asks Daryl where "the money," all $92,000 of it, has gone from the escrow account. This is only the beginning of his problems. Then he shakes his girlfriend and offers her some coke, only to find that she has had a heart attack in the middle of the night.

After the police comb his apartment for drugs and find nothing, he is requested not to leave the area, just in case the girl never speaks to him again. Despite this, Daryl runs to the nearest airport where his credit cards are rejected and he has to stay in town anyway.

Rock-and-Roll heaven found

Hi-Fi Stereo Shop, nostalgia jumps out and grabs the buyer. Collectible records from the 1950s, posters, calendars and T-shirts of Fairmount native Dean and photographs of Presley are all for sale.

"A lot of people come in to just look at the walls," said Helen Broyles, manager of the shop. "Some of them don't purchase anything. They are just curious at all of the decorations."

Although Hi-Fi specializes in "oldies," the store sells anything from classical to disco, jazz to country, contemporary to rock.

"Every time an old record leaves the store, I feel like I'm losing an old friend," Broyles said.

Hi-Fi sells records, tapes, cassettes and a few compact disks besides James Dean memorabilia.

James Dean fans constitute a lot of Broyles' business, especially around Fairmount Museum Days in September. Five hundred to 600 fans from as far away as Japan, Canada, West Germany, Australia and England have signed a James Dean Fan Log that was started in August 1987.

Broyles has two of the three James Dean classics, the themes from "East of Eden" and "Giant," on display only. She still hopes to obtain "Rebel Without a Cause.""The people who visit her shop make the job worthwhile. A lady from Chicago had an inflatable Paul McCartney doll at home and sent it free to Broyles.

"Otherwise, there are some days when I would like to stay at home," she said. "I would hate to give it up. I like the people and the music."

Tom unravels the history of his violent, complicated family relationships in a series of flashbacks. The novel alternates between chapters after the present and the past. The reader gains more and more insight into Savannah's present problems as the fascinating web of deceit and denial surrounding their childhood unwinds.

Savannah is not the only one who needs to face the events of the past. Tom finds that he cannot know himself until he analyzes his own family values, childhood fears and triumphs, and his brutal parents.

"Clean and Sober." and after this we will hopefully see him in many more films. He comes in touch with. Worst of all, we see over and over that cocaine is not recreational - it destroys the user and everything he cares about.
Baseball roundup

Associated Press

NEW YORK - Rickey Henderson's RBI single with two outs capped a five-run rally in the ninth inning Wednesday and led the New York Yankees over the Oakland Athletics 7-6.

The Yankees, 2-4 in games they trail after eight innings, came back with eight hits in the ninth against three pitchers. Most of the damage was against Dennis Eckersley, who leads the majors in saves.

The losing pitcher was Gene Nelson (1-1).

Cecilio Guante, 5-6, got the victory.

Jose Canseco hit his major league-leading 23rd home, a two-run shot in the ninth.

Green: Tyson 'sucker-punched'

The Observer (South Bend, Ind.)

By Brian McCaffrey

Warning that "you can tell he's got a lot to offer, but don't make a lot of noise doing it," New York Mets manager Bobby Valentine decided that he was to receive a promotion and the job of hitting coach Wednesday, and the player who was to be promoted to hitting coach of the Mets Tuesday in 1986 as well as his second career affair before dawn Tuesday.

Green said Tyson hit after he told the champ he didn't fight hard in their 1986 bout because he had been cheated by promoters.

"I want a rematch," Green said at a Wednesday news conference.

"I think I can do it," Valentine said.

Question: Call Jim 283-1621 or Andreas 446-3274.

Main text: Tyson turned on his heel and left the room, saying: "I want is Mike Tyson to accept my challenge." Tyson said he would not accept Green's challenge. Tyson said he would not accept Green's challenge.
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Four indicted in Bloom-Walters agent scandal

Associated Press

CHICAGO - Three agents and Cris Carter of the NFL's Philadelphia Eagles were indicted Wednesday on charges ranging from racketeering to perjury following an investigation of illegal payments and threats used to sign dozens of athletes.

New York-based agents Norby Walters and Lloyd Bloom are accused of offering athletes cash, cars, clothing and trips in exchange for signed - in some cases post-dated - agreements allowing Walters and Bloom to represent them in professional contract negotiations.

Also indicted was agent Dave Lueddeke of Sherman Oaks, Calif.

U.S. Attorney Anton Valukas said 43 college athletes who signed with Walters and Bloom, many of whom subsequently became pros, avoided prosecution with pretrial agreements to perform community service and to reimburse a portion of their scholarships.

The group also agreed to testify if the case goes to trial and includes NFL players Ron Morris of Chicago, Ronnie Harmon of Buffalo and Paul Palmer of Kansas City plus Brad Sellers of the NBA's Chicago Bulls.

"We considered things like their age... their backgrounds, the amount of money involved and any prior record," Valukas said.

Valukas said when inducements of cash or goods failed, Walters and Bloom resorted to threats.

"This is my life on the line... Now it's your life on the line... your reputation, your business... your family, your brother, your school, everything is going to be tainted and tainted bad."

"It's gonna be terrible for you."

Walters and Bloom, the original targets of the 18-month investigation, were indicted on charges of racketeering, mail fraud, wire fraud and extortion.

The telephone at Walters' World Sports & Entertainment Inc. office in New York went unanswered Wednesday.

Attorney M.L. Trope, who is representing Bloom, said Wednesday, "Lloyd Bloom is a kid who... did not commit any crime. He'll vigorously fight to vindicate himself."

Carter, who left Ohio State with a year of eligibility left and ended up with the Eagles in a supplemental draft, was charged with obstruction of justice for concealing a $5,000 payment delivered by Lueddeke from the federal grand jury investigating the case.

Carter, who also had dealings with Walters and Bloom also was charged with mail fraud.

"I am cooperating fully... and could only say that I regret my past mistakes," Carter said in a statement released by the Eagles.

NFL spokesman Jim Heffernan said the league would have no comment on Carter.

Lueddeke was charged with perjury and obstruction of justice stemming from the $5,000 payment. Lueddeke did not immediately return a telephone call to his firm, Pro-Line Sports.

Walters, 38, and Bloom, 29, both face seven years in jail and $2 million in fines. Lueddeke, 37, faces 15 years in jail and $750,000 in fines. Carter, who has agreed to cooperate with authorities, faces 10 years and a $500,000 fine.
is working with the first team at the other guard spot. Mike Heldt and Tim Ryan, both sophomores who played a combined total of just over 30 minutes last year, are competing for the starting slot at center.

"I think we're getting better fundamentally," said Holtz. "We're starting to become a unit. (Sandri) has had a good fall. We have two good centers, and even though they're young, they're having a good battle."

The young offensive line will be up against a vastly more experienced Michigan defensive front. Led by Outland Trophy candidate Mark Messner, the Wolverines' defensive line is rated as the third best in the country by The Sporting News.

In picking Michigan to win the national championship, The Sporting News also rates the Wolverines' offensive linemen as the nation's finest. That certainly should test an Irish defensive line that currently has Bob Dahl, Ted Fitzgerald and Tom Gorman nursing injuries, though all should be healthy by the Sept. 10 contest.

"Michigan has the best offensive line in the country according to the stats and prognosticators," said Holtz. "It's going to be a real challenge to our defensive line, and it's going to be a challenge for our offensive line."

Even though The Sporting News tabs Michigan as its favorite to win the national title, most of the other preseason magazines on the newstands seem to agree with the Associated Press and United Press International's selections of Florida State.

The Seminoles are the top choice of Athlon, College & Pro Football Weekly, Inside Sports, Lindy's and Street & Smith's. Dissenting opinions come from Game Plan, which likes Clemson, and Sport, which bets the farm on Iowa.

The magazines can't seem to come to a decision as to where Notre Dame will finish. The Irish are ranked as high as fifth by College & Pro Football Weekly and Inside Sports, but are nowhere to be found in Athlon's Top 20 forecast.

More conservative estimates have Notre Dame ranked 12th by Lindy's and UPI, 13th by AP, 15th by The Sporting News, 17th by Street & Smith's and 20th by Sport.
DINNER MENUS

Notre Dame
Roasted Top Round
Tarragon Chicken
Italian Lasagna
Devonshire Sandwich

Saint Mary's
Tarragon Chicken
Baked Sole
Mushroom Stroganoff
Swedish Pancakes

NEW YORK TIMES CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Complain
5 Donate
9 Topgallants
14 Completed
15 City in Western Wisconsin
16 Skiing heights for Rene
17 Verne's visiting card
18 Type of price
19 Sal Maglie was one
20 Wilder's "town"
23 Minks' relatives
24 Atlantic bird
25 Prefix with center
27 March plants
31 Fender was one
32 "Of --- I Sing"
35 Served
39 V.P. under G.R.F.
40 Yorkshire city
42 Poem in "South Pacific"
44 An anectdote
47 "Phallic" or "Moonlight"

DOWN
1 The Ubangi finally joins it
2 Wards off
3 Kind of control
4 Put to the test
5 Ran as a stream
6 Attila's men
7 Rabbit follower
8 Private teacher
9 It always attracts
10 "It's a sin to tell"
11 " woodman, beechen tree!": Campbell
12 Kind of bike
13 Heathrow arrival
21 Rye fungus
22 Dispensers of T.L.C.
26 July 15, e.g.
28 qua non
30 Gormandized
32 Penrod's friend
33 The diamond's Speaker
35 Anagram for Ashe
36 Fictional Silver
37 Made beloved
38 --- "
39 Reasonable
40 Horne and Nym an
45 Press adjuncts
50 Tempest
52 --- Neile (pride)
53 Lead sulfide
54 On Mom's side
55 Secular
56 Secondhand
57 Finn's hideout
59 Amigo's agreement
60 Pharm. degree

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

I was still one player short. Someone's gonna have to cut themselves in half.

Planaria sports

STUDENT BOOK SALE

4PM-8PM
Drop off date: WED AUG 24
Sale date: THURS AUG 25
Pick up date: FRI AUG 26
Room 108 LaFortune Center

REFRIGERATOR RENTAL

AT STEPAN MALL
THURS AUG 25
12PM-5PM
Cleanest, Cheapest way to rent

While Supplies Last!!
students to see six sports

By MARTY STRASSEN and PETE SKIKO
Sports Staff

Students will have to pay to see Notre Dame volleyball, women's basketball, men's soccer, baseball, wrestling and hockey games this school year, first-year ticket manager Bubba Cunningham said Tuesday.

Flushing student ID's at the entrance is no longer enough, as $2 will be charged for admission to hockey games and $1 each for volleyball, women's basketball, men's soccer and wrestling, Cunningham said.

An "all-sports pass" is available for $50, he added. The pass will allow students to attend as many of the above-mentioned games as they wish to see. Passes are available at the ticket office on the second floor of the Joyce Athletic and Convocation Center.

The decision to charge for these events was made at a year-end meeting in the spring, Cunningham said.

"We think these are competitive sports, and that there is a value which goes along with that," said Cunningham. "A lot of the coaches are concerned about it because it puts higher value on what these teams are doing. The coaches deserve to have some great athletes here besides the football and basketball players."

ND takes CFA academic award

Notre Dame won the College Football Association Academic Achievement award for the fourth time in eight years in May, and in the process set a school record by becoming the first school to reach the 100 percent graduation level for a given class.

Notre Dame's entire freshman football class that entered in 1982, 24 players, all received their degrees within the allotted five-year period. In fact, 16 of those 24 received their diplomas within four years.

Notre Dame's 100 percent rate marked the best since the CFA originated the award in 1981, topping its previous record of 96.4 percent in 1984 (27 of 28).

Bubba Cunningham
Special to the Observer

No more "all-sports pass" available

"We went round and round with the idea for hockey last year," Cunningham continued. "Cunningham convinced the administration that we'd be a revenue-producing sport and we've always drawn fairly well from the student body.

"The only way we're going to start producing any revenue is if we start charging at the gate," she continued. "I think students would be willing to pay a dollar to see us play."

"I'm behind the athletic department, however they want to run their programs," noted head basketball coach Muffet McGraw. "The administration has always had the hope that we'd be a revenue-producing sport and we've always drawn fairly well from the student body."

"I think that's the way we're going to start producing any revenue is if we start charging at the gate," she continued. "I think students would be willing to pay a dollar to see us play."

"We don't call them 'non-revenue' sports or 'minor' sports anymore," Cunningham added. "They're varsity sports, and they provide great entertainment. They are revenue sports, but some will obviously draw more revenue than others."

The amount of revenue coming in will now depend partially on the number of students who decide to pay the price for games. Will attendance decrease because of a dollar or two?" I don't think it will," Cunningham said. "At least I hope it doesn't."

Holtz rebuilds offensive line for Michigan test

While Notre Dame's 26-7 victory over Michigan in last year's season opener may be remembered more for M ichigan's seven turnovers, it also featured a standout performance from the Irish offensive line.

With line featuring four fifth-year seniors leading the way, the Notre Dame rushing attack gained 214 yards. The result was characteristic of the entire season and Notre Dame averaged more than 230 yards rushing per game.

But heading into this year's season opener with Michigan, the situation is a bit different. Center Chuck Lanza, tackles Tom Rehder and Byron Spruell, and guard Tom Freeman all have graduated. The offensive line's only non-senior starting last season's M ichigan -Jeff Pearson -has since withdrawn from the University for personal reasons.

While Lanza and Rehder are busy making names for themselves with the Pittsburgh Steelers and New England Patriots, respectively, the Irish are hoping that an offensive line filled with new names can establish itself against a considerably more experienced M ichigan unit.

By PETE SKIKO
Assistant Sports Editor

Fran McCaffery, head basketball coach at Lehigh University, accepted a position this summer as assistant coach at Notre Dame basketball coach Digger Phelps. McCaffery, 29, led the Engineers to a 21-10 season last year, the best in his five-year history, and compiled a combined 49-38 record during his three seasons there.

"I felt all along that there really is only one assistant's job in the country, which is to lead a head coaching job for, and that's Notre Dame," said McCaffery.

"No question about it, this is the kind of opportunity that I've aspired to since I started coaching. And it's going to be nice to be able to go after the best players in the country, something I didn't get to do all the time at Lehigh (whose basketball program does not provide athletic scholarships). I'm really excited."

The former University of Pennsylvania point guard replaces John Shumate, the ex-Notre Dame star who resigned June 30 to become the head coach at Southern Methodist. Shumate becomes the 10th assistant coach under Phelps to move on to the head coaching ranks.

"The day John left for SMU, I recommended that we hire Fran McCaffery if we had the opportunity," said Phelps. "Personally, I think Fran has the background to be a strong addition to a basketball program that has tremendous potential over the next few seasons."

Phelps went through an extensive search for Shumate's replacement before learning McCaffery's availability. Before making his final decision, Phelps had narrowed his choices to three candidates: Don Casey, a former Temple head coach who is now an assistant for the NBA's Los Angeles Clippers; Craig Lit tler, a recently released Rutgers' head basketball coach; and McCaffery.

"My top priority was getting someone with Division I college coaching experience," said Phelps. "When you take a look at (McCaffery), you see that he has had success in the NCAA tournament for the second time in the school's history and nearly pulled the upset of that tournament by taking Temple right down to the wire (in the first round). He obviously knows the game very well, has a good background with schools on the East Coast, and we got nothing but super recommendations from people about him.

It's just great to have someone with the big decisions during crunchtime on your staff and, what's more, at it, we're going to have ex­actly the same team in two years as we had this year (there are no seniors on this year's squad), so hopefully he and the team will be able to get together."

Lehigh played a decided underdog role, but Notre Dame did last year, largely because of personnel. McCaffery feels that next year he will be involved with one of the most talented running teams he's seen.

"I'll primarily be working with the guards in practice," said McCaffery, "and it's obvious we're going to have a lot of quality people in the backcourt. With Jameer Jackson, Mike Fredrick and Tim Singleton, we've got some solid experience, and from what I've seen..."